
LibraryIQ empowers libraries to become the community destination through data and insight from 
experts with decades of library experience. Maximizing limited resources and enhancing services to 
evolve local libraries into destinations for enrichment, community connection and contemporary living.

LibraryIQ is much more than software or data. It is a suite of services provided by people – experts 
with decades of library collection experience – coupled with the latest technology and analytics to 
optimize library performance and simplify library management. From Collections Management to 
Strategic Assessment & Planning to Facilities Optimization, LibraryIQ is driving success through 
powerful analytics and insights from library experts.

A vibrant collection is the heart of every high performing library. Measuring collection performance, improving 
circulation, boosting patron satisfaction and enhancing community well-being map the path to success.

Imagine a collection that meets community needs and reaches new users. Imagine more titles for the same budget, 
simplifying collection management and reallocating valuable staff time to patron service. Imagine building a stronger 
library through vibrant collections. 

COLLECTION MANAGEMENT

STRATEGIC ASSESSMENT & PLANNING

Strong libraries equal strong communities. Understanding how community needs are evolving and planning for the 
future creates a stronger library tomorrow. 

A deeper understanding of local community needs and thorough assessment of library operations highlight areas of 
strength and identify opportunities for growth. A strategic plan grounded in these critical insights charts a course to a 
strong future.

The time to reimagine the library is now. Flexible. Collaborative. Inspiring. Interactive. Engaging. Comfortable. 
Designing library spaces that energize community connections in new ways.  

Over the past decade, public library design has undergone a transformation. To meet community needs in today’s 
digital landscape, libraries are creating access to technology as well as open, collaborative spaces that inspire 
connection and creativity. LibraryIQ experts combine their deep understanding of current trends with a full review of 
existing facilities and library stakeholder input to help create welcoming, useful and intuitive spaces.

FACILITIES OPTIMIZATION

LIBRARYIQ IMPACT
LibraryIQ services combine extensive library expertise with in-depth data analytics, empowering libraries 
to increase circulation through optimized selection, maximize collection budget, improve management 
efficiency and reallocate staff to patron service.


